Infoshield™
the comprehensive security
awareness platform

www.infoshield.com.sa

Infoshield the Awareness
Solution

Infoshield an integrated E-learning

Management System that educates users about the

and breaches caused by employees.
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User Management

LDAP and Built-in user supports

Bilingual Support

(English and Arabic Available)

Minimize the
Human Error

Infoshield
Objectives

Promoting security awareness and knowledge
within an organization efﬁciently.
Educating employees about expected behavior and
responsibilities for safeguarding information.
Increasing effectiveness of security awareness by
providing interactive content.
Targeting different levels within an organization
with a variety of security topics.
Minimizing human errors by disseminating best
security practices.
Strengthening the human link in the information
security chain at any organization.
Providing up-to-date security awareness modules
that tackle most security risks.

Infoshield Features and
Beneﬁts

Bilingual Support
full support for Arabic and English languages for user interface and
security content.

User Integration
It’s easy to integrate Infoshield with active directory to synchronize user
account in addition to manual integration.

Deployment
Infoshield can be easily deployed as-a-service or on premise to meet
any particular legal or regulatory requirements.

Branding
co-branding or sole branding can be provided with organization
corporate identity.

Tracking and Reporting
a wealth of reports and dashboards are available with detailed key
performance indicators and maturity levels.

Customization
security content can be customized according to
organization’s needs.

Testing
quizzes are associated with modules to test the
employees’ knowledge.

On Demand - Modules
topics can be customized or developed based on needs
and business objectives.

Infoshield Awareness
Modules

The modules are logically structured to present a variety of topics. Each module is fully
animated and the content can be viewed sequentially. In addition to that, each module is
associated with an illustrated video and a quiz. The modules are delivered through an
integrated and interactive learning management system to assure delivering the learning
process effectively

Infoshield Awareness
Modules

Introduction to Information Security

Password Security

This module provides users with an overview of information security,

This module identiﬁes the characteristics of weak and strong

and deﬁnes the basic information security terminology. Also, it

passwords. Also, users will learn how to create a strong and

highlights the most signiﬁcant threats to information security

well-protected passwords in addition to some popular attacks against
passwords

Email Security

Social Engineering

In this module, users will gain knowledge on spams and other threats

This module promotes knowledge about Social engineering, and

that target emails, and security countermeasures to mitigate the

explains the common tactics used to deliver social engineering

associated risk. Users will be provided with highly advised tips to

attacks. In addition, it provides best security practices to mitigate the

protect emails

associated risk

Phishing

Workplace Security

This

in-depth

phishing

module

educates

users

about

the

This module deﬁnes workplace security and its levels. It classiﬁes the

methodology of phishing and the different types and methods used in

potential breaches to workplace based on the assigned levels, and

phishing. Also, it provides users with the best security practices to

enumerates best practices to guard against loss from malicious

avoid getting hooked

attacks at work

Infoshield Awareness
Modules

Data Protection

Social Media

In this module, the focus is on how to protect data. Users will learn the

This module draws attention to the relationship between social media

fundamental requirements to ensure data protection, and get insight

and user privacy. It also explains the reasons why attackers prefer

into some techniques to properly secure conﬁdential data and handle

social media to deliver cyber-attacks. Users will learn best practices

it with care

for a secure social networking

Malware

Mobile Devices Security

In this module users will gain knowledge about the different forms of

This module covers the threats associated with mobile devices as

malware. They will get insight on different factors help that malware

they have the same functionality and complexity as a computer, but

propagation.Also, users will learn security practices to minimize the

with higher risk of being mobile and easy to lose. Users will learn how

risk of malware

to protect them properly

Wi-Fi Security

Cloud Computing

This module educates users about the risks of public wi-ﬁ and the

In this module, users will gain basic knowledge on cloud computing

precautions users should take in order to protect themselves. Also,

and understand its role in boosting data management efﬁciency.

users will be provided with the best practices to connect securely

Also, users will recognize the risks comes with cloud computing and
learn how to use it safely
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